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SPACE SHUTTLE ABORT SEPARATION
PRESSURE INVESTIGATION
By Do A. Love, etc.
SUMMARY
This report presents pressure data obtained from a Joint Langley Research
Center (LaRC)/Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) Space Shuttle abort stage
separation wind tunnel test. The .00556 scale models of the McDonnell-Douglas
orbiter and booster configurations were tested in proximity in Tunnel A of the
Von Karman Facility (VKF), Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) during
the time period of July 22 to July 27, 1971. Data were obtained for nominal
Mach numbers of 5.0, 3.0, and 2.0 and nominal Reynolds numbers of 1.09, 1.60,
and 1.74 million per foot, respectively. Pressure data were obtained for the
booster upper surface and orbiter lower surface at angles of attack of -10°, -5,
0, 5, and 100° for zero degrees sideslip. For the complete pressure tap layout
refer to figures 1 and 2 and tables II and III. The models were tested at inci-
dence angles of 0 and 5° for several separation distances and power conditions.
Plug nozzles utilizing air were used to simulate booster and orbiter plumes at
various altitudes along a nominal ascent trajectory. Powered conditions were
100, 50, and 0 percent of full power for the orbiter and 100, 50 and 0 percent
of full power for the booster. Data were also obtained with the booster canard
off in close proximity.
Plotted data for this test will be published under one data report number
(DM4S-DR-1174) with six volumes as described below:
Volume Description
I (Parts A & B) Mach Number 5 Booster Pressure Data
II (Parts A & B) Mach Number 5 Orbiter Pressure Data
III Mach Number 3 Booster Pressure Data
IV Mach Number 3 Orbiter Pressure Data
V Mach Number 2 Booster Pressure Data





Speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
Vehicle wing semi-span; in.
Local airfoil chord; in.
Center of gravity
Pressure coefficient, Pi - P"
q
Body length; in.
Free stream mach number; V/a
Local static pressure; psia
Free stream total pressure; psia
Free stream static pressure; psia
Dynamic pressure; psi
Unit Reynolds number; per foot
Freestream total temperature, O F
Velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
Distance from vehicle nose; in.
Local chord position
Longitudinal position


































aB ALPHAB Booster angle of attack; degrees
aO ALPHAO Orbiter angle of attack; degrees
ai t ~ ALPHAI Incidence angle between the orbiter and
booster, ai = a0 - aB; degrees
1 BFLBETA Angle of sideslip; degrees
6 THETA Angle measured from vehicle top center-
line; degrees
PWRB BSTPOW Booster power, percent of full thrust
PWRO0 RBP0W Orbiter power, percent of full thrust
XTLB DELTAX Distance between the c.g. of the orbiter
and booster measured parallel to the
longitudinal axis of the booster, positive
when the orbiter c.g. is forward of the
booster c.g., the distance has been norma-
lized with respect to the booster fuselage
length (16.184 inches)
Z/LB DELTAZ Distance between the c.g. of the orbiter
and booster measured normal to the
longitudinal axis of the booster, positive
when the orbiter c.g. is above the booster
c.g., the distance has been normalized




The two configurations tested were the MDAC orbiter and booster, figures
3 and 4 respectively. The orbiter is basically the configuration illustrated
on MDAC drawing number 255BJ0050. Modifications made on the orbiter to allow
for installation of the nozzle assembly are shown in figure 3.
The booster configuration is basically the configuration designated 19A
by MDAC (drawing number 256-19-0001). The body, wing, and canard of the
booster model are that of configuration 19A except that the body does not have
a base flare or boattail, figure 4. The vertical tails are those which were
designed for the configuration designated 17 (drawing number 256-17-001).
Dimensional data for both vehicles are shown in Table IV. Figures 7, 8,
and 9 are photographs showing both models and models with associated separa-
tion hardware. Figures 8 and 9 also show the trip strip installation. For
Mach 5 a grit size of #26 was utilized.
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NOZZLE CALIBRATION
Two plug nozzle systems were designed and fabricated to simulate the
rocket exhause plume emitting from the booster and orbiter main propulsion
systems during the staging. Each nozzle was designed based on the gasdynamic
simulation paremeters established in Ref. 1. A variable area ratio capability
wans incorporated into both nozzle systems to permit the proper gasdynamic
simulation of the full scale rocket exhause plume at the various trajectory
conditions of interest. Photographs of the nozzle hardware are shown in
figures lO, ll and 12.
Nozzle Calibration Test Objectives
The objectives of the nozzle calibration test were:
o Establish, experimentally, nozzle performance characteristics
for the range of area ratio settings to be used with the booster
and orbiter nozzles, respectively.
o Establish the degree of plume simulation obtained with the booster
and orbiter nozzles, respectively.
o Establish a curve (based on experimental results) of nozzle exit
conditions as a function of nozzle area ratio setting.
Nozzle Calibration
Calibration testing of the booster and orbiter plug nozzles was accom-
plished in Tunnel C of the Arnold Engineering Development Center's Von Karmon
Gas Dynamics Facility. The nozzles were tested individually at a series of area
ratio settings. Nozzle operating conditions (chamber pressure, Poj; and chamber
temperature, Toj) were maintained in a range compatible with the abort staging
test conditions. A quiescent low pressure, Pb, condition was maintained in the
test cell. Data recorded at each area ratio setting included: optical data to
determine plume shapes; static pressure measurements on the sting surface at
the nozzle exit; nozzle mass flow measurements; and pitot pressure surveys in
the plume at several locations downstream of the nozzle exit plane. The various
test parameters sampled at each setting were correlated during the data evalu-
ation to establish actual nozzle performance characteristics.
In a parallel effort, analytical solutions of the nozzle flow field and asso-
ciated plume were generated for various area ratio settings of the booster and
orbiter models. A method of characteristics solution employing real gas thermo-
dynamic date for air was utilized in the calculations. Analytical results for




along sting surface; and plots of constant Mach number and constant pitot pres-
sure contours in the plume flow field. These results formed a baseline for
evaluating the experimentally measured performance of the plug nozzles.
A detailed evaluation of the calibration test results has been prepared
and presented in Reference 2. Included in this reference are curves relating
experimentally measured nozzle performance to nozzle area ratio settings for
both booster and orbiter. These curves were utilized to set the correct nozzle
area ratio for exhaust plume gasdynamic simulations during the test.
7
TEST PROCEDURE
Abort staging was simulated by movement of the orbiter model through
a matrix of points in the booster model flow field. Vertical and axial
translation of the orbiter model was provided by an electrically driven
remotely controlled positioning mechanism. The general arrangement of the
models in the tunnel is shown in figure 5. The orbiter positioning mecha-
nism and the booster model support were attached to the wind tunnel angle
of attack system which provided *10-degree angle of attack variation for
the booster-orbiter combination. Incidence angle variation was provided
by manual adjustment of the orbiter sting.
The orbiter positioning mechanism provided axial translation of approxi-
mately 17 inches and vertical translation of approximately 15 inches with
respect to the booster. An automatic control system allowed a series of
positions to be programmed prior to a test run. The control system had pro-
visions for 25 different X-positions and 25 different Z-positions. For these
tests, however, only a maximum of 6 X-positions and 5 Z-positions were uti-
lized. All X and Z positions except the first and last could be switched
in or out of the matrix as desired.
The automatic positioning mechanism was utilized in the pitch pause mode
for this test. Pressure data was obtained at pre-selected angles of attack
for a given relative position after which the automatic mechanism advanced
to the next matrix position. The entire matrix was covered in this manner.
Plume simulation was provided by a single torodial nozzle in each model.
The nozzles were designed with variable area ratio capability to permit proper
simulation of the full-scale rocket plume at the various trajectory conditions
of interest. Pretest calibration of the nozzles was used to correlate area
ratio settings with measured plume shapes, nozzle mass flow, and nozzle exit
static pressure. Air heated to approximately 100O°F was supplied to the nozzles,
and separate controls for the booster and orbiter supplies were provided.
8
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
Tunnel A is a continuous, closed-circuit, variable density wind tunnel
with an automatically driven flexible-plate-type nozzle and a 40- by 40-inch
test section. The tunnel can be operated at Mach numbers from 1.5 to 6 at
maximum stagnation pressures from 29 to 200 psia, respectively, and stagnation
temperatures up to 750°R (Mo = 6). Minimum operating pressures range from
about one-tenth to one-twentieth of the maximum at each Msch number. For a
more comprehensive description of Tunnel A, see Reference 3.
9
DATA REDUCTION
The DELTAX and DELTAZ distances were referenced to nominal center of
gravity locations on the orbiter and booster and to the booster body axis
system. The nominal c.g. for the orbiter was located 4.917 inches aft of
the nose, on the orbiter lateral centerline, and 1.390 inches below the top
fuselage surface. Nominal c.g. for the booster was 7.528 inches aft of the
model nose, on the booster lateral centerline, and 1.194 inches above the
bottom fuselage surface. As illustrated in figure 6, the DELTAX distance is,
then, parallel to the longitudinal axis of the booster and between the nomi-
nal center of gravity points on the orbiter and booster. The DELTAZ is per-
pendicular to the longitudinal axis of the booster and is the distance be-
tween the center of gravity points on the orbiter and booster. Values for
DELTAX and DELTAZ are positive when the orbiter c.g. is forward and above
the booster c.g. Both DELTAX and DELTAZ were normalized using the booster
fuselage length of 16.184 inches.
10
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ORBITER PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS
Tap TAP LOCATION Tap TAP LOCATION






































x = Distance from orbiter nose
y = Distance from orbiter centerline
L = Orbiter length 27.153 cm (10.690 in.)













































































BOOSTER PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS
Tap TAP LOCATION _ Tap _ TAP LOCATION
No. (x/L)B I (y/b,/)B| Surface No. (x/L)B (y/b/2)B Surface
- )B I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ur a~









































































x = Distance from booster nose
y = Distance from booster centerline
L = Booster length 41.107 cm (16.184 in.)
b/2= Booster semi-span 13.805 cm (5.435 in.)
I C
Body, 0 = 24 °
I
Body, 0 =450
Body, 0 = 90 °
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= Distance from airfoil leading edge
= Distance from booster centerline
= Local airfoil chord
= Booster wing semi-span 13.805 cm (5.435 in.) for wing taps
= Booster canard semi-span 6.071 cm (2.390 in.) for canard taps
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Tap TAP LOCATION Tap TAP LOCATION
No. (x/c )B (y/b /2)B Surface No. (x/c)B (y/b /2)B Surface
53 .098 .221 Upper Wing 71 .718 .635 Upper Wing
54 .320 7Z .926 
55 .542 73 .066 .773
56 .763 74 .275
57 .985 75 .484
58 .101 .359 76 .696
59 .320 77 .896
60 .542 83 .195 .565 Upper Canard
61 .762 84 .716 
62 .970 , 85 .195 .879
63 .103 .497 86 .716 
64 .31 9 87 .514 230 Lower Wing
65 .528 88 .737
66 .741 89 .960 4
67 .948 1 90 .496 .368
68 .081 .635 91 .718
69 .292 92 .940







BOOSTER PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS
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Surface (y/b/Z)B Local Chord,cm Local Chord, in.







Canard .565 4.877 1.923
, 1 +.879 4.877 1.923
I .
TABLE IV. DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - MEDAC Orbiter
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic fuselage contours including canopy with modified
aft fuselage oross sections; cross-sectional shape constant from station 1500
to end of fuselage - model scale 1480.























MODEL COMPONENT: wins - lwTAC Orbiter
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Model Scale 1/180


















Root (Wing Sta. O.O)., cI.e4
Tip, (equivalent)),cWes
MAC, inches
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC















































Vertical Tail - MDAC Orbiter
Model Scale 1/180























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC




































Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC


















BODY - ?XnAC RnntAr
























MODEL COMPONENT: -Wing - MDAC Booster
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Confit M 9_z



















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0), inches
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC, inches
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC , inches
W.P. of .25 MAC , inches













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC










































Vertical Tails - NMDAC Booster
Configuration 17 Vertical Tails
Model Scale 1/180
DRAWING NUMBER: 256-17-0001, Rev. A
DIMENSIONS:


















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC










































Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
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TABLE IV. (CONTINUED)
MODEL COMPONENT: Canard - MDAC Booster
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 19A Canard
Model Scale 1/180





Chord (Inc. Flap), Ft
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D A T A F I GU R E S
- TnbultJtions of the plotted data rnd corresponding

















BETA 0.000 ALPHAB - 9.979
~i * ~~~~ MACH 3.000 ALPHAI 0.000
ORSPOW 100.000 BSTPOW 0.000
REFERENCE FILE























LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOS

















TFER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 3
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AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY)
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LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 3
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AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY)
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PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ALPHAB - 9.979
MACH 3.000 ALPHAT 0.000
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LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 3
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
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-0 . .O 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 1,C
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
$YI4mCL DELTAX Y/B OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 - .143 0.221 0.228 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB - 9.979
0.103 MACH 3.000 ALPHAI 0.000
0.226 ORBPOW 100.000 BsTPOW 50.000
REFERENCE FILE
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 3
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BETA 0.000 ALPHA - 9.979
MACH 3.000 ALPHAI 0.000
ORBPCOW 100.000 BSTPOW 50.000
REFERENCE FILE
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)
O .9 i.u I
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 3
~~~~~--- ~ ---- --
I
O.t 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
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0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
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SYMBOL DELTAX2 r 0.390
0.460
I .4 . _1
O.t 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
V/B DELTAZ
0.635 0.908
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ALPHAB - 9.979
HACH 3.000 ALPHAl 0.000
ORSPOW 100.000 BSTPOW 50.000
REFERENCE FILE





































LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C
PARAHETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ALPHAD - 9.979
MACH 3.000 ALPHAI 0.000
ORBPOW 100.000 BSTPOW 50.000
REFERENCE FILE
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CHOROWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 3
.1 .1 =1
O.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
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I I 1 
o0. 0.9 1.0
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ALPHAB - 4.945
MACH 3.000 ALPHAI 0.000
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Vo ~0.1 020.3 0.4050.0?08
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
SYMCOL DELTAX Y/B DELTAZ 
PARAMETRIC VALUES
-0.143 0.635 0.228 
BETA 0.000 ALFHA - 4.E94
X O t05 HIT~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~MCH 
3.000 ALPiHAI 0.000
0.226 
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CHORDWISE OISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 3
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
REFEREHCE FILE
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
LOCAL CHORD POSITION.








BETA 0.000 ALPHAB - 4.945
MACH 3.000 ALPHA O0.000
ORBPOW 100.000 OSTPOW 50.000
REFERENCE FILE
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NG PRESSURES - MACH 3
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
I .1
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ALPHAB O.008
MACH 3.000 ALPHAt 0.000
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 3
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
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ION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 3
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IORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 3
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,4 HACH 3.000 ALPHAI
ORBPOW 100.000 $STPOW
REFERENCE FILE
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PARiAMETR I C VALUES
BETA 0.000 ALPHA I
MACH 3.000 ALPHAI
ORBPOW 100.000 EBSTPOW 
REFERENCE FILE
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
DELTAX Y/B DELTAZ
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0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 5.017Oi
MACH 3.000 ALPHAI 0.000
OREPOW t100.000 BSTPOW 50.000
REFERENCE FILE
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FION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 3
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
SYMCOL DELTAX e/B DELTAZ PARAMETIC VALUES
- 0.144 0.773 0.151 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 
5.017
0 "I103 HMACH 3.000 ALPHAI 0.000O
0.226 ORBPOW 100.000 
BSTPOW 50.000
REFERENCE FILE
PAGE 250AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8314*
CHORDOWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 3
I
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 3




0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
0.7 0.8 0.9 t.0
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 5.017
HACH 3.000 ALPHAI 0.000
ORBPOW 100.000 BSTPOW 50.000
REFERENCE FILE
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C
Ybs DELTAZ
0.635 0.228
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ING PRESSURFS - MACH 3
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 3
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AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)
0.T u.6 ue. I.u
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA O.000 ALPHAB 10.003
MACH 3.000 ALPHAI 0.000
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0.7 0.8 0.S 1.0
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ALPHAB t10.003
MACH 3.000 ALPHAT 0.000
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C
/ DELTAZ
o0.359 o0.908
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 3
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 3
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 3
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
SYMBOL DELTAX Y/B DELTAZ
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
Y DELTAZ
0.221 0.120
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0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ALPHAB - 4.939
MACH 3.000 ALPHAI 0.000
ORBPOW 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000
REFERENCE FILE
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Y/B DELTAZ
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CHOROWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 3
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION.
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I I
0.? 0.8 0.9 1.0
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ALPHAB - 4.939
HACH 3.000 ALPHAI 0.000
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ING PRESSURES - MACH 3
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
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.O o0. S O. 0. 3 0.4 0 5 0.6 0.? o.e 0. 1.0
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
SYMBOL OELTAX Y/B DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES
0:t44 0.221 0.151 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 0.019
0.t04 HACH 3.000 ALPHAI 0.000
O 0.227 ORBPOW 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000
REFERENCE FILE
AEOC VAI 163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) PAGE 326.BT8323.
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0.7 0.8 0.9 t.o
PARAHETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 0.019
HACH 3.000 ALPHAI 0.000
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
SYMBOL DELTAX Y/B DELTAZ PARAHETRIC VALUES
0.143 0.655 0.228 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 0.019
a t0.1,03 MACH 3.000 ALPHA 0.000
0.227 OfiBPOW 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000
FEFERENCE FILE
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) PAGE 334*BT8323.
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
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ING PRESSURES - MACH 3
:CHOROWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 3
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
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AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 10.004
MACH $.000 ALPHA! 0.000
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
REFERENCE FILE
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ING PRESSURES - MACH 3
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION.
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
Y/B DELTAZ
0.773 0.908
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 3
0.2 0.3 - 0.4 0.5 0.6
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
REFERENCE FILE
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER [UPPER WING)
. ,.. !. ,.. i8 ... .. , ,. ... .t--.,!!iiii ii!!ii i" 
._ ~~~
] . I. II 
0.7 0.8 0.9 t.
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ALPHAG - 9.980
NACH 3.OOO ALPHAI 0.000
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C
Y/B DELTAZ
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AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING)
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ALPHAB - 9.979
HACH 3.000 ALPHA! 0.000
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION,
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION.
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
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